
Stop your addiction to perspective.  Can’t  you see, they – perspectives - are not even political,  they are 
politics.

Everything is self-performance. Salvation is over and so is meaning, modernism is past tense and so is post-
structuralism, deconstruction and whatever version. Expansion is over and so is compression. What we have 
is sense, and I’m speaking sense qua sense, and sense qua sense can’t  be anything and must that is 
absolutely and excessively useless both concerning substance/salvation and meaning. Sense doesn't hope, 
or at least it is not the hope of something. It just is.

What we need is not an art that fights the current predicament, not an art that feels good because it thinks it  
makes resistance. We don’t need an art that fights the liberal subject with or against, we need an art that  
instead embraces exactly both the for and against in favor of an excessive weakness. We need an art that is 
so  weak,  that  it  is  one  step  from self-annihilation,  from whatever,  from being  just  something,  however  
something no matter what and nothing more nor less. An art-something but and still specific, an art that asks 
for no attention yet it is attentive, that does or doesn’t keep you busy, that sustains yet it doesn't holds you, 
that cares and doesn’t and at the same time, and art contradictory and not. An art that is just something no 
matter what, and thus also and necessarily is one step from abandoning perspective, losing itself in horizon 
but thus also “becoming alone”.

This is an art that looks for a flat ontology, and absolutely – and I mean it - flat ontology – neither one above  
[transcendence] nor one below [immanence].

It is a flat ontology in the middle and in the midst, totally fuckin mainstream. This is an art that doesn’t give a  
shit about the emancipation of spectators but in and through its infinite regress – excessive and exponential 
weakness [which is not a refusal] - emancipates itself, no matter what, into something but something no 
matter what.

Vampires look for salvation and werewolves for meaning. What we need in zombie art: Zombies have no 
hope – they don’t  need another  side,  they don’t  want  to  die,  they don’t  feel  repentance,  they have no 
consciousness they are freed from life, they are not subjects, they are de-individualized, they are absolutely  
and only flat.

Its not you and me that should turn into zombies, we already are, it is the art that should be a zombie, totally 
so flat and just something, and we should make it to make our spectators into zombies, no to give them 
permission to become excessively weak, depressed and zombie, to let them not be themselves more than 
something for a while, in favor for an entirely new mind set, the possibility of a world, a terrain [a non-flat] 
where everything and the rest is otherwise.


